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The filter is a tightly woven heavy gauge mesh that is 
corrosion resistant with significant water infiltration. 
Created with aluminum edges and bead locks 
that firmly lock it to the mesh, the patent pending 
horizontal beads and vertical ribs add strength with a 
flex-point that self-adjusts to various roof pitches. 

Water from the roof easily flows through our uniquely 
designed water separator and debris lifter, diverting the 
rain water through the mesh while forcing the debris 
up and over the front edge of the gutter. The unique 
reverse arch utilizes a smooth radius bend profile that 
is positioned below the front gutter hem so there is no 
additional bending required during installation.

E-Z-LEAF ELIMINATOR 
STAINLESS STEEL TOUGH – PREMIUM GUTTER FILTER

E-Z Gutter Guards are manufactured by  
Midwest Enterprises, Inc.

SIZE: Comes in 4-foot lengths and  
5″, 6″ / 7″ widths.

FEATURES:

Like all gutter protection products, depending 
on your debris type and load, E-Z-Leaf Eliminator 
will require maintenance from time to time, by 
brushing off the top of the panels.

E-Z TO INSTALL:
Slides under the shingles and fastens to the front gutter 
hem with supplied stainless steel screws. 

Re-Order Item #214

* Complies with the ASNI 63-2013 standard for 
rainwater harvesting because the mesh size is 700 
microns, less than the required 1500 microns.
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A: E-Z-Leaf Eliminator slides under the shingles for 
easy installation. 

B: Tightly woven heavy gauge stainless steel 
mesh that is a corrosion resistant gutter filter. 

C: Aluminum edges that are firmly attached to the 
mesh with a continuous bead lock.

D: Patent pending vertical ribs and horizontal 
beads allow the mesh to adjust to  
the roof pitch.

E: Patent Pending Water Separator / Debris Lifter 
forces rainwater from the roof through the 
screen into the gutter.

F: Reverse Arch: This unique patent pending 
design utilizes a smooth radius bends that 
curve allowing water to flow through and 
debris to lift up and over the front of the gutter. 
When installed, the arch is designed to be  
in-line with the slope of the roof!

G:  Supplied with stainless steel screws.


